Supplemental Material
Supplemental Results
WRN phosphorylation at S1141 is important for S-phase progression: WS cells display a prolonged S-phase and impaired replication fork progression (1). To determine whether ATR mediated WRN phosphorylation influences S-phase progression, we pulse-labeled WS, WS+WT and WS+S1141A cells with BrdU and measured the progression of S-phase cells by fluorescence-activated cell sorting ( Fig. S4) . Mock-treated WS, WS+WT and WS+S1141A cells moved through Sphase and reached G2/M-phase within 8 h, progressing from the G2/M to the G1 phase within 16 h (Figs. S4A-C). In response to CPT treatment, WS and WS+S1141A cells, but not the WS+WT cells, exhibited a marked delay in progression through the S phase. The majority of WS and WS+S1141A cells were arrested in the S-phase for more than 16 hrs and only a small fraction of S-phase cells progressed to the G2 phase by 24 h post CPT-treatment (Figs. S4D-F). In contrast, WS+WT cells progressed through the S-phase very quickly, while the majority of S-phase cells progressed to G2 by 8 h (Figs. S4D-F) . These results clearly demonstrate that S1141 phosphorylation plays a critical role in the progression of S-phase cells in response to collapsed replication forks.
Figure S1
A. S1141A WRN is not phosphorylated in response to CPT treatment: WS cells stably expressing WT and the S1141A mutant were CPT-treated (1 M) for 1 h.
Cells were harvested 1 h after treatment and analyzed for phosphorylation of pS1141-WRN and KAP1 by western blotting. 
B-C. ATR-mediated WRN phosphorylation modulates the association of WRN with

Figure S2
A-B. Replication-associated DSBs are difficult to repair in WS cells stably expressing S1141A WRN. A. Representative images show neutral comet assay.
B. Average comet tail movement in WS, WS+WT and WS+S1141A WRN cells is
shown. Exponentially growing WS and WS cells stably expressing WT, S1141A and S1141D WRN were exposed to 1 M CPT for 1 hr and cells were harvested at indicated times after the CPT-treatment. Subsequently, cells were subjected to neutral comet assay. Each data point in the graph is the average of 20 cells. Error bars represent SEM. Two days after transfection, cells were harvested and subjected to western blotting analysis with WRN and Ku80 antibodies.
Figure S3
WRN is co-localized with PCNA in response to CPT-treatment: WS cells stably expressing EGFP-WT WRN were transiently transfected with DsRed-PCNA and then treated with 1 M CPT for 1 hr. After 8 h, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and imaged using a confocal microscope. Representative threedimensional deconvoluted confocal images are shown. Scale bars are 5 m
